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Jointly published by Plunkett Lake Press and Cornell University Press. “In the early years of my psychotherapeutic practice, I was
struck by the pervasive uncertainty that many of my patients, both young and not so young, felt about their work lives. I soon
became dissatisfied with constructions that depended solely on internal conflict for an explanation when there was so obviously a
cultural and historical dimension to the problem... I decided to embark on a more extended study of the James family... I found the
Jameses to be vivid personalities with a gift for self scrutiny and an enviable habit of weekly letter writing and letter saving that
spans American history from the close of the American Revolution to the end of the first World War. They could, I thought, be
looked upon as an avant garde with characteristics that are commonplace now but were unusual then. They were urban and
educated, with sufficient means to have genuine choices. Hoping to discover the historical and cultural context for what I heard
and saw in my consultation room, I set out to harvest the James family experience.” — Howard M. Feinstein, Introduction to the
1999 edition of Becoming William James Becoming William James was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in Biography in 1985.
“Howard Feinstein has written a brilliant study of William’s crises over idleness, illness, and vocation within the context of intense
parental and sibling entanglement.” — London Review of Books “Dr. Feinstein’s book is certainly a success. He has offered us a
rich new vocabulary with which to describe William James.” — Willard Gaylin, The New York Times “Howard M. Feinstein, a
psychiatrist and historian, has finally given us a life study equal in richness to James himself... a superb developmental
biography.” — Dorothy Ross, The American Historical Review “Becoming William James is a work of painstaking scholarship,
written in an engaging and energetic style... Feinstein is also to be commended for a playful sense of irony, which prevents this
psychobiographical study from degenerating, as others have, into a series of diagnostic vignettes... [an] excellent study.” — Brian
Mahan, The Journal of Religion “The best and truest thing one could say about the richly provocative Becoming William James is
that William, while perhaps raising an eyebrow here and there, would have welcomed it and praised it lavishly.” — Times Literary
Supplement “[Feinstein] offers us much new or reevaluated information about James and his family. In particular, he offers a
series of challenges to the received views of James’s life: the nature of his relationship with his father and brother Henry, the
causes of his abandonment of a career as a painter, the etiology of his various crises...” — James Campbell, CrossCurrents
“Feinstein’s volume presents a finely nuanced reading of the internal Sturm und Drang of William James’s early years; he places
center stage the familial conflicts over vocation... Feinstein’s deep penetration into the documentary sources of the James family
history unearths many new insights and facts...” — George Cotkin, American Quarterly “[A] solidly documented, steadily
perceptive, and long overdue biography... Feinstein’s thesis is strong in its outline, rich in its detail… [Feinstein] sheds penetrating
light into the darker regions of one of America’s great families.” — Kirkus “Since its first publication in 1984, the book has been
highly praised for its imaginative yet painstaking exploration of the parent-child and sibling relationships of one of America’s most
complexly gifted families.” — Marcus Cunliffe, American Studies International “Becoming William James does much to restore the
intellectual respectability of psychoanalytic history. Written by a historian and psychiatrist with a sensitivity to the nuances and rich
subtlety of emotional phenomena, the book depicts the early turmoils and ultimate triumphs of one of America’s great
philosophers. And it does so without succumbing to the crude reductionism that plagues psychohistory in the hands of amateur
psychologists... a solid achievement. The writing is vivid and well-paced, the research is thorough.” — John Patrick Diggins,
Reviews in American History “Becoming William James is a psychobiography of James that covers the early part of his life. James
begs for this sort of treatment... Feinstein is well equipped to undertake such a biography. He is professionally qualified as a
psychiatrist but is also an indefatigable researcher and industrious historian... possibly the finest work yet to appear in the genre of
psychohistory... On every page the author’s intelligence is at work.” — Bruce Kuklick, American Journal of Education “Howard M.
Feinstein has written a remarkable biography of William James that narrates the course of his character development up to the
year he was formally appointed to Harvard’s Philosophy Department as an Assistant Professor in 1880. Feinstein’s work is
revisionary in the best sense... Feinstein argues persistently and persuasively that intergenerational battles between father and
son — cultural variants to be sure — accounted more than anything else for William James’s personal and professional
development which, indeed, were one and the same.” — Henry Samuel Levinson, Transactions of the Charles S. Peirce Society “A
well-focused theme and inventive but rigorous scholarship mean that Howard M. Feinstein’s study of the first three decades in the
life of William James is timely and valuable.” — Steven Weiland, The Journal of American History “Feinstein’s chronicle is
absorbing.” — Lawrence Willson, The Sewanee Review “This absorbing study of the intergenerational effects one famous family
had upon its individual members remains invaluable” — Seana Graham, Simply Charly
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Originally published in 1932, this book presents an account of the connections between Jansenism and Britain. Using a broad range of
material, the text discusses the various ways in which British people came into contact with Jansenism, both at home and abroad. Illustrative
figures, a chronology and bibliography are also included. This book will be of value to anyone with an interest in Jansenism and European
history.
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The demand for spices in medieval Europe was extravagant and was reflected in the pursuit of fashion, the formation of taste, and the growth
of luxury trade. It inspired geographical and commercial exploration ,as traders pursued such common spices as pepper and cinnamon and
rarer aromatic products, including ambergris and musk. Ultimately, the spice quest led to imperial missions that were to change world history.
This engaging book explores the demand for spices: why were they so popular, and why so expensive? Paul Freedman surveys the history,
geography, economics, and culinary tastes of the Middle Ages to uncover the surprisingly varied ways that spices were put to use--in
elaborate medieval cuisine, in the treatment of disease, for the promotion of well-being, and to perfume important ceremonies of the Church.
Spices became symbols of beauty, affluence, taste, and grace, Freedman shows, and their expense and fragrance drove the engines of
commerce and conquest at the dawn of the modern era.
The internationally acclaimed Canadian humorist, Stephen Leacock produced over thirty books of light-hearted sketches and essays. The
beguiling fantasies and hilarious tales of ‘Literary Lapses’ (1910), ‘Nonsense Novels’ (1911) and ‘Sunshine Sketches of a Little Town’
(1912) helped launch Leacock’s career as a master writer of humour. He also produced learned and well-researched non-fiction books,
including important historical works on his beloved home of Canada and reviews of literary figures. For the first time in publishing history, this
eBook presents Leacock’s complete works, with numerous illustrations, rare texts, informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus
material. (Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Leacock’s life and works * All 27 short story collections, with individual
contents tables * Features rare books appearing for the first time in digital publishing, including ‘Hellements of Hickonomics’ * Special
chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the short stories * Easily locate the short stories you want to read * Images of how the
books were first published, giving your eReader a taste of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * Rare non-fiction works
available in no other collection, including ‘How to Write’ and ‘Our British Empire’ * Includes Leacock’s play and autobiography * Features
Peter McArthur’s seminal biography – discover Leacock’s literary life * Scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres
Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: The Fiction Literary Lapses Nonsense Novels
Sunshine Sketches of a Little Town Behind the Beyond Arcadian Adventures with the Idle Rich Moonbeams from the Larger Lunacy Further
Foolishness Essays and Literary Studies Frenzied Fiction The Hohenzollerns in America Winsome Winnie My Discovery of England College
Days Over the Footlights The Garden of Folly Winnowed Wisdom Short Circuits The Iron Man and the Tin Woman Laugh with Leacock The
Dry Pickwick Afternoons in Utopia Hellements of Hickonomics in Hiccoughs of Verse Done in Our Social Planning Mill Model Memoirs Too
Much College My Remarkable Uncle Happy Stories Last Leaves The Short Stories List of Short Stories in Chronological Order List of Short
Stories in Alphabetical Order The Play “Q”: A Farce in One Act The Non-Fiction Elements of Political Science Baldwin, Lafontaine, Hincks:
Responsible Government Adventurers of the Far North The Dawn of Canadian History The Mariner of St. Malo The Unsolved Riddle of Social
Justice Mackenzie, Baldwin, Lafontaine, Hincks Economic Prosperity in the British Empire Mark Twain Charles Dickens: His Life and Work
Humor: Its Theory and Technique, with Examples and Samples The Greatest Pages of American Humor Humor and Humanity Here Are My
Lectures My Discovery of the West Our British Empire Canada: The Foundations of Its Future Our Heritage of Liberty Montreal: Seaport and
City Canada and the Sea While There is Time How to Write The Autobiography The Boy I Left Behind Me The Biography Stephen Leacock
by Peter McArthur Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles or to purchase this eBook as a Parts
Edition of individual eBooks
For William James, work was the problem. Ultimately, going to work was the resolution, and James's quest for meaningful work remains as
relevant at the end of the twentieth century as it was in the nineteenth. Weaving letters, diaries, drawings, and published texts, Becoming
William James provides a convincing biographical analysis rich in detail and tone. In his new introduction, Howard M. Feinstein adds
biological psychiatry to psychoanalytic and family systems theories to inform our understanding of a complex man. In addition, he discusses
whether James's mental illness might have been treated with drugs.
?????????,??????????????,????????,???????????????????????.??????????,???????????????????????????,???????????????????,??????
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Depuis quelques années, le style masculin est en plein renouveau et de nombreux hommes redécouvrent avec passion les joies d'une vie
plus élégante. Paris, la capitale mondiale du luxe, de la mode et de la haute couture, dont les signatures éternelles incarnent l'élégance
parisienne intemporelle, est célébrée dans le monde entier pour l'apport décisif de ses héros immortels - Coco Chanel, Yves Saint Laurent,
Christian Dior - à l'élégance et à la beauté des femmes. Cependant, le rayonnement planétaire et la quasi-hégémonie de la figure féminine
dans l'image de l'élégance française et parisienne a toujours eu tendance à masquer l'autre versant du trésor de la capitale française :
l'excellence des artisans et des maisons dédiés à l'élégance des hommes. L'engouement nouveau des hommes pour leur élégance a permis
l'émergence soudaine de héros d'un genre nouveau : ils ne sont plus stylistes ou directeurs artistiques, mais maîtres tailleurs, maîtres
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bottiers, parfumeurs, lunetiers ou chemisiers. Ils ne s'appellent pas Karl Largerfeld, Hedi Slimane ou Marc Jacobs, mais Lorenzo Cifonelli,
Pierre Corthay, Marc de Luca, Anthony Delos ou Jean-Claude Colban. Là où l'on a uniquement célébré, durant trois décennies, le génie
visionnaire et l'audace parfois sulfureuse des artistes du monde de la mode, l'on redécouvre aujourd'hui le savoir-faire discret et les créations
intemporelles de ces artisans géniaux qui, loin de l'effervescence médiatique presque irréelle du monde de la haute couture, habillent,
chaussent, parfument et équipent chaque jour des milliers de gentlemen élégants à Paris et ailleurs, souvent depuis trois ou quatre
générations. C'est à la découverte de ces artisans souvent discrets et de ces maisons illustres ou inconnues, grandes ou minuscules,
qu'Hugo Jacomet, le fondateur du célèbre magazine en ligne "Parisian Gentleman", propose de partir avec ce livre. Fruit de deux années de
travail et d'immersion dans le monde fascinant des salons et des ateliers dédiés à l'élégance des hommes, cet éloge de l'élégance à la
française est richement illustré par les prises de vue du photographe parisien Andy Julia, dont la grande majorité ont été spécialement
réalisées pour les besoins de cet ouvrage. Un voyage passionnant et émouvant au coeur de maisons parisiennes parfois plus que
centenaires auxquelles Marcel Proust, Claude Debussy, Charles Baudelaire, Sacha Guitry, Jean Cocteau mais aussi Andy Warhol, Marcello
Mastroianni ou Philippe Noiret sont restés fidèles durant toute leur existence.
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In a new compact edition, a luxurious celebration of the elegant craftsmanship behind the timeless French men's fashion and lifestyle labels.
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In Tunisia with II Corps, Lt. John Randall locates a downed German plane and demolishes two live bombs still mounted on the
wreckage … In Italy, Capt. Ronald Felton’s team contends with dreaded “Butterfly Bombs” left behind to menace the US 5th Army
… Landing with the 6th US Special Engineers Brigade, Capt. Jesse Donovan’s squad braves deadly 88mm shells in pursuit of
enemy rockets on Utah Beach … Serving with the 9th Army Air Force in France, Capt. Thomas Reece survives a close encounter
with a German landmine … Capt. Joseph Pilcher joins in the 78th Infantry’s final assault on a dam guarding the approaches to
Germany … Sweeping the 11th Airborne Division’s trail on Luzon, Lt. Carl Cirocco’s team is ambushed by the Japanese … Capt.
Richard Metress is dispatched to tackle enemy depth charges for the 19th Infantry Regiment on Mandog Hill … Capt. Clifford
Sarauw covers the US 10th Army’s fateful landing on Okinawa … These aforementioned exploits are among the notable events
contained in Nine from Aberdeen, the first academic history solely devoted to the US Army’s Ordnance Bomb Disposal Branch
from World War II. Shortly after Pearl Harbor, nine US Army officers and sergeants were sent from Aberdeen Proving Ground to
war-torn England in order to learn the invaluable technical skills pioneered by the British Royal Engineers. Led by the colorful
Thomas J. Kane, these nine men inaugurated the new Ordnance Bomb Disposal School. Conceived initially for homeland
defense, Col. Kane’s branch eventually fielded over two hundred Army and Air Force bomb squads for overseas service. These
courageous officers and men were forerunners of today’s Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) specialists, responsible for
supporting the US military during combat operations and for preserving the lives of noncombatants at all other times. Using
documents and photographs – many from personal collections – as well as oral interviews, this work presents a cross-section of
US Army and Air Force operations spanning three major theaters: Mediterranean, European, and the Pacific. Special emphasis is
given to the European Theater, where Col. Kane served as Gen. Eisenhower’s chief ETO bomb disposal officer. Nine from
Aberdeen also contains charts detailing campaign participations, ordnance statistics, and other significant data. Command
Sergeant Major James H. Clifford (Retired), military consultant for the award-winning film, The Hurt Locker, provides an afterword
on the continuity of modern EOD.
London may have Savile Row and Paris its luxury houses, but nowhere can compete with the essence of Italy's nonchalant
elegance: sprezzatura. This book presents the most in-depth look at the designers, tailors and artisans who for generations have
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defined the very notion of Italian style. From such fabled names as Rubinacci and Kiton to highly sought-after global brands like
Zegna, more than fifty iconic Italian menswear houses are featured for their individual style and commitment to upholding the
values of quality and timelessness. Featuring lavish photographs, with close-ups of subtle, exquisite details, most taken specially
for this publication, The Italian Gentleman explores the world behind the finished garments - the ateliers and hidden shops where
legends are born. Including iconic brands alongside fabric mills, shirting, accessories and shoemaking, this timely publication is a
tribute to true Italian style with today's modern man in mind.
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This stunning examination of the last years of Édouard Manet's life and career is the first book to explore the transformation of his
style and subject matter in the 1870s and early 1880s. The name Manet often evokes the provocative, heroically scaled pictures
he painted in the 1860s for the Salon, but in the late 1870s and early 1880s the artist produced quite a different body of work:
stylish portraits of actresses and demimondaines, luscious still lifes, delicate pastels, intimate watercolors, and impressionistic
scenes of suburban gardens and Parisian cafés. Often dismissed as too pretty and superficial by critics, these later works reflect
Manet’s elegant social world, propose a radical new alignment of modern art with fashionable femininity, and record the artist’s
unapologetic embrace of beauty and visual pleasure in the face of death. Featuring nearly three hundred illustrations and nine
fascinating essays by established and emerging Manet specialists, a technical analysis of the late Salon painting Jeanne (Spring),
a selection of the artist’s correspondence, a chronology, and more, Manet and Modern Beauty brings a diverse range of
approaches to bear on a little-studied area of this major artist’s oeuvre.

Cultural/historical sociologist links design and engineering at Versailles to displays of state power.
???PMBOK??(?5?)?????,???PMBOK??(?5?)????,???47????????????????????????,?????.?????????????,??????,??????
,???????.
Musaicum Books presents to you this carefully created volume of "The Greatest Works of Anna Katharine Green". This
ebook has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Anna
Katharine Green (1846-1935) was one of the first writers of detective fiction in America and distinguished herself by
writing well plotted, legally accurate stories. Green has been called "the mother of the detective novel". She is credited
with shaping detective fiction into its classic form, and developing the series detective. Her main character was detective
Ebenezer Gryce of the New York Metropolitan Police Force, but in three novels he is assisted by the nosy society
spinster Amelia Butterworth, the prototype for Miss Marple, Miss Silver and other creations. She also invented the 'girl
detective': in the character of Violet Strange, a debutante with a secret life as a sleuth. Indeed, as journalist Kathy
Hickman writes, Green "stamped the mystery genre with the distinctive features that would influence writers from Agatha
Christie and Conan Doyle to contemporary authors of suspenseful "whodunits". Table of Contents: Amelia Butterworth
Series: That Affair Next Door Lost Man's Lane The Circular Study Mystery Novels: The Leavenworth Case A Strange
Disappearance X Y Z: A Detective Story Hand and Ring The Mill Mystery The Forsaken Inn Cynthia Wakeham's Money
Agatha Webb One of My Sons The Filigree Ball The Millionaire Baby The Chief Legatee' The Woman in the Alcove The
Mayor's Wife The House of the Whispering Pines Three Thousand Dollars Initials Only Dark Hollow The Mystery of the
Hasty Arrow Non Detective Novel: The Sword of Damocles: A Story of New York Life Short Stories: The Old Stone
House and Other Stories A Difficult Problem and Other Stories Room Number 3 and Other Detective Stories The Golden
Slipper and Other Problems for Violet Strange
The 'French Sherlock Holmes', Inspector Girac, visits England in a desperate attempt to find someone trustworthy who
can help him prevent a group of Jewish anarchists and their associate Jaques Huret, the Boulevard Assassin, from
murdering the new President of the Republic in retaliation for Dreyfus's imprisonment. Girac harbours suspicions about
his fellow comrades in the Surete but needs help in outguessing this dedicated assassin, which requires a genius. He
calls upon Sherlock Holmes.
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